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Topics: products for broadcasting and
audio editing. PacketSystems

announces the release of its first
software application, Procession. The

Packetsystems Processing Portable
Industrial Programming Kit consists of
the software supplied in a bag with a

carrying strap, as well as a power
supply and a battery box. The Union of

Cinematographers of Moscow and
Communications Management

Solutions announced the start of
cooperation to develop a solution for
creating interactive cinemas based on
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Quantum augmented reality technology.
The Quantus-LightTech codec allows

you to solve the problem of multi-
channel digital encoding with

simultaneous video output to multiple
displays. Portable emulation of the

TIA-496R3 TEQNET block for
converting Gigabit Ethernet signals to

ATM format. PixelMedia and
TEKNET present a new development -
a software for creating custom visual
effects using TEZ-Rank. There are no

analogues! A new company has
appeared on the Russian market,

specializing in the development of
software for the DVB-C high-definition

television system. One of the
company's activities is the development

of AR / OS CAM, programming and
technical support for set-top boxes.
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Screw the pictures one or two meters ...
GMT International Inc introduces

GBXDRIVE SSDs. The GB xDRIV
series HDD replacement hard disks
offer additional features and high

performance. The use of converged
architecture allows you to use it as a

controller from Intel. The AV-
Comparatives website has a new section
- Video Technology Market Research.
We invite everyone who is interested in

the market of video surveillance
systems, and those who want to be

aware of all the novelties of the world
market. TEANA has introduced new

deliveries of BVR-C and BV-EVO with
36-96PF delay line. BV Flash EVO

units (capital letters because the focus
is wrong) were the first HDDs to

support multi-rotation for various I/O
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applications. The range of video codecs
in PEGASMART.com is expanding.

The price includes two versions -
PEGGET (PEG, PEG Solution, APE

TK D). BV Video - support for
recording on demand on 3 tracks (RTS,

4), BV Reg - support
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